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Influence of Three Auditory Profiles on Aided Speech Perception in Different Noise Scenarios

Mengfan Wu1,2,3, Oscar M. Cañete4, Jesper Hvass Schmidt1,2,3,5,6, Michal Fereczkowski1,2,3, and Tobias Neher1,2,3

Abstract
Hearing aid (HA) users differ greatly in their speech-in-noise (SIN) outcomes. This could be because the degree to which current HA fittings can address individual listening needs differs across users and listening situations. In two earlier studies, an auditory test battery and a data-driven method were developed for classifying HA candidates into four distinct auditory profiles differing in audiometric hearing loss and suprathreshold hearing abilities. This study explored aided SIN outcome for three of these profiles in different noise scenarios. Thirty-one older habitual HA users and six young normal-hearing listeners participated. Two SIN tasks were administered: a speech recognition task and a “just follow conversation” task requiring the participants to self-adjust the target-speech level. Three noise conditions were tested: stationary speech-shaped noise, speech-shaped babble noise, and speech-shaped babble noise with competing dialogues. Each HA user was fitted with three HAs from different manufacturers using their recommended procedures. Real-ear measurements were performed to document the final gain settings. The results showed that HA users with mild hearing deficits performed better than HA users with pronounced hearing deficits on the speech recognition task but not the just follow conversation task. Moreover, participants with pronounced hearing deficits obtained different SIN outcomes with the tested HAs, which appeared to be related to differences in HA gain. Overall, these findings imply that current proprietary fitting strategies are limited in their ability to ensure good SIN outcomes, especially for users with pronounced hearing deficits, for whom the choice of device seems most consequential.
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Introduction
Understanding speech in the presence of background noise is a challenging task for older persons with hearing loss (e.g., Humes, 2016; Prosser et al., 1991), and hearing aid (HA) treatment often provides limited benefit in such situations (Hornsby et al., 2006; Woods et al., 2015). As a matter of fact, issues with speech-in-noise (SIN) perception are the main concern of many HA users (Abrams & Kihm, 2015; Mendel, 2007). Therefore, successful HA rehabilitation requires satisfactory improvements in aided SIN outcome. As substantial interindividual variability in aided SIN outcome is a common finding (e.g., Eddins et al., 2013;
Lopez-Poveda et al., 2017; Nuesse et al., 2018), gaining a better understanding of the factors underlying this variability is an important step toward improved hearing rehabilitation.

It has been hypothesized that one of the main sources of this variability is the diversity in hearing deficits that accompany reduced hearing sensitivity (as measured by the pure-tone audiogram) and that manifest themselves at supratreshold levels (Johannsen et al., 2016; Moore, 2021; Plomp, 1978). Supratreshold hearing deficits can affect binaural, spectral, or temporal processing abilities and usually cannot be predicted from the audiogram (Füllgrabe et al., 2015; Löcsei et al., 2016). As current HA fitting procedures typically rely on the pure-tone audiogram only, listeners with similar audiograms but different supratreshold hearing abilities will receive similar HA fittings. This may, at least partly, explain the large variance in aided SIN outcomes reported in the literature.

To better understand the relations between various types of auditory deficits and their influence on HA outcome, an auditory test battery was recently developed in the Better hEAring Rehabilitation (BEAR) project (Sanchez-Lopez et al., 2019). This test battery includes measures of audibility (i.e., pure-tone audiometry), speech perception (i.e., the Danish hearing-in-noise test; Nielsen & Dau, 2011), loudness perception (i.e., adaptive categorical loudness scaling; Brand & Hohmann, 2002), binaural processing abilities (i.e., interaural phase difference sensitivity and binaural pitch detection; Füllgrabe et al., 2017; Santurette & Dau, 2012), and spectro-temporal modulation sensitivity (Bernstein et al., 2016). In addition to this test battery, a data-driven approach was proposed that, based on the test-battery results, allows classifying listeners into four distinct auditory profiles labeled A, B, C, and D (Sanchez-Lopez et al., 2020). Table 1 summarizes the overall relative outcomes of these profiles on the different test-battery measures. As can be seen, Profile-A listeners show good or close-to-normal outcome on all measures. In contrast, Profile-C listeners show poor or clearly abnormal outcome on all measures. Profile-B and Profile-D listeners, in turn, show mixed outcomes.

Differences in hearing abilities are not the only factor influencing SIN outcome. The noise encountered in typical daily-life environments can range from stationary noise with a flat frequency spectrum, through fluctuating noise with spectral characteristics like those of human speech (e.g., multitalker babble) to intelligible speech interferers. Broadly speaking, noise signals like these give rise to two types of masking effects, that is, energetic masking and informational masking (e.g., Kidd et al., 2008; Mattys et al., 2012). Energetic masking occurs when target and masker signals overlap in time and frequency in the auditory periphery (Brungart, 2001). Informational masking occurs at higher levels of auditory processing when there are target and masker signal components that are separated in time and frequency and that resemble each other in terms of their acoustic-linguistic properties, making it difficult for the auditory system to tease them apart (for a review, see Kidd et al., 2008).

In many real-life settings that contain different types of noise signals, normal-hearing (NH) listeners cope consistently well and thus achieve good SIN outcomes (Wong et al., 2012). In comparison, older listeners with hearing impairments generally show SIN perception deficits and larger interindividual differences, particularly in complex listening situations with, for example, traffic noise or interfering speech signals (Löcsei et al., 2016; Prosser et al., 1991). In addition, they benefit less from amplitude modulations in noise signals (Bacon et al., 1998; George et al., 2006) or from spatial separation of multiple competing signals (Hornsby et al., 2006). These differences are likely due to a reduced ability to process temporal and spatial cues (Arbogast et al., 2005; Johannesen et al., 2016; Kidd et al., 2019; Löcsei et al., 2016). As pointed out earlier, current HA fittings focus on the pure-tone audiogram and therefore neglect supratreshold hearing deficits. Thus, it is possible that HA users with certain supratreshold deficits show particularly poor SIN outcomes in certain noise scenarios, whereas HA users with other hearing deficits can cope

Table 1. Overall Relative Outcomes of the Four Auditory Profiles for the Main Measures From the BEAR Test Battery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Auditory profile</th>
<th>Audibility</th>
<th>Binaural processing</th>
<th>Loudness perception</th>
<th>Speech perception</th>
<th>Spectro-temporal resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>🤠 🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>🤠 🙁</td>
<td>🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>🤠 🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>🤠 🙁</td>
<td>🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
<td>🤠</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. LF = low frequencies; HF = high frequencies; 🤠 = good or close-to-normal outcome; 🙁 = somewhat abnormal outcome; 🙁 = poor or clearly abnormal outcome.
relatively well in the same situations. As a masker signal becomes more similar to a target-speech signal (and informational masking is thus involved), it becomes generally more difficult for the auditory system to suppress (Rosen et al., 2013). For HA users with severe suprathreshold hearing deficits, noise scenarios with intelligible speech maskers are likely to be more challenging. As the four auditory profiles described earlier capture distinct differences in suprathreshold hearing deficits, it is therefore possible that they interact with different noise types as regards aided SIN outcome.

Apart from hearing abilities and noise types, differences among the hearing devices used by hearing-impaired persons can, potentially, further increase the interindividual variance in aided SIN outcome. In current clinical practice, HAs are commonly fitted according to the manufacturers’ proprietary procedures (Anderson et al., 2018). As a result, the HA settings prescribed for a given audiogram may differ across devices (Sanders et al., 2015), and in some cases such differences can be large (Keidser et al., 2003). It is currently unclear to what extent such differences affect SIN outcome, as findings are not consistent across studies (Abrams et al., 2012; Valente et al., 2018).

The purpose of this study was to address the following three research questions: (a) Is there an influence of the auditory profiles on aided SIN outcome? (b) How does the type of background noise affect aided SIN outcome for these profiles? (c) Do current HA fittings as recommended by different manufacturers influence SIN outcome, and if so, are there any interactions with the auditory profiles? To explore these questions, a sentence-recognition task and a just follow conversation (JFC) task involving the self-adjustment of the target-speech level were applied. HA users belonging to different auditory profiles were recruited together with a reference group of NH listeners. Three noise conditions ranging from stationary speech-shaped noise to multitalker babble mixed with intelligible speech dialogues were used. In this way, the degree of speech resemblance was manipulated and its influence on aided outcome for the different profiles investigated. Furthermore, three state-of-the-art HAs were included and fitted according to the manufacturers’ recommended procedures. In this manner, it was explored how different HA fittings that are representative of current clinical practice affect SIN outcome more generally, and for the different auditory profiles in particular.

Method

Participants
A group of older, habitual HA users and a group of young NH participants were recruited. The HA users were 31 native Danish participants (11 females) aged 60 to 81 years (mean = 72.1 years, standard deviation [SD] = 4.3 years) with at least 2 years of HA experience. Their own HAs were Oticon (N = 13), Widex (N = 9), GN Resound (N = 5), Siemens (N = 2), Signia (N = 1), or Phonak (N = 1) devices. None of them had any experience with any of the HA models tested in this study. Six HA users were tested at Bispebjerg Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark, while the 25 other HA users were tested at the University of Southern Denmark, Odense, Denmark. Nineteen of the 31 HA users had participated in a previous study as part of which they had been profiled (Wu et al., 2020). The other 12 participants were profiled at the start of this study. The distribution of the auditory profiles was as follows: 9 Profile-A, 12 Profile-B, and 10 Profile-C participants. Generally speaking, Profile-D listeners are rare in the hearing-impaired population as a whole (Sanchez-Lopez et al., 2020). Although considerable efforts were made to include around 10 Profile-D participants in this study, only 4 could be recruited. Given the small group size, they were excluded from the analyses reported later. The NH reference group consisted of six native Danish participants aged 21 to 35 years (mean = 26 years, 2 females) who were all tested at the University of Southern Denmark.

Initially, all participants had their audiograms measured (see Figure 1). The HA users had bilateral, symmetrical sensorineural hearing losses. The range of hearing loss configurations was generally in-between the N1 and N4 standard audiograms of Bisgaard et al. (2010). The air-bone gap and interaural asymmetry in audiometric thresholds from 0.5 to 4 kHz were maximally 10 dB at any test frequency. The pure-tone hearing thresholds of the NH participants did not exceed 20 dB HL at any test frequency. None of the study participants reported a history of any neurological or language disorders.

Test Setup
The measurements were carried out in a large soundproof booth. An Affinity 2.0 system (Interacoustics, Middelfart, Denmark) was used for the audiometry and real-ear measurements (REM). The stimuli were presented via an RME Fireface UC soundcard and five active loudspeakers (Genelec 8020 D). The participants sat in a chair at the center of the sound field facing the frontal loudspeaker, which played back the target-speech material (Figure 2). The radius of the loudspeaker setup was approximately 1.3 m. The noise was presented via the four remaining loudspeakers surrounding the participant. A touch screen or tablet was used for entering the participants’ responses.
Stimuli

**Target-Speech Material.** The target material for the speech-recognition task was the sentence material from the Danish Hearing in Noise Test (HINT; Nielsen & Dau, 2011), which consists of 3 training lists and 10 test lists of 20 sentences each. For the HA-user group, nine of test lists were used, while for the NH group three lists were used. The order of the lists was randomized across all participants.

The target material for the JFC task consisted of three long dialogues of two male speakers recorded by Sørensen et al. (2018). During the recording of these dialogues, the speakers had to carry out a Diapix task (Baker & Hazan, 2011) in a noisy environment. In this study, these dialogues were chosen to recreate a realistic and natural conversation scenario.

**Noise Maskers.** Three noise signals were used: (a) stationary speech-shaped noise (SSN), (b) speech-shaped babble
noise that was created by mixing a large number of individual speech recordings together (BBN), and (c) BBN with four mixed-gender dialogues also recorded by Sørensen et al. (2018), with each of these dialogues presented from a different loudspeaker (BBNþDLGs). The four mixed-gender dialogues were set to /C0.5 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) each with respect to the BBN signal. The SSN and BBN were matched to both the HINT and JFC target-speech materials in terms of their long-term average spectra. As shown in Figure 3, the three noise signals were therefore very similar in terms of their frequency spectra while in terms of their modulation spectra, they differed at low frequencies, with the BBN and especially the BBNþDLGs signal being more modulated than the SSN signal. The noise signals were calibrated to 70 dB (A) SPL at the center of the loudspeaker setup. The order of the three noise conditions was randomized across the participants.

Procedure
For the HA users, there were two to three visits lasting approximately 1.5 to 2 h each. For the NH participants, there was one visit lasting approximately 1 h. At the beginning of the first visit, all participants signed an informed consent form. Next, an otoscopy was carried out and a pure-tone audiogram measured. The HA users then went through the HA fitting process and the REM. At the second visit, the HINT and JFC measurements were carried out. Fourteen HA users repeated these measurements at their third visit. Because a test–retest analysis of their data showed high reliability for both SIN tasks (within-subject SD, SDw HINT: 0.7 dB SNR; SDw JFC: 1.05 dB SNR), the remaining HA users completed the HINT and JFC measurements only once and thus came for only two visits.

HA Fittings. Each HA user was fitted with three behind-the-ear HAs (GN LiNX Quattro, Oticon Opn S1 and Widex Evoke 440), which are anonymized in the following sections to comply with the collaboration agreement of the BEAR project. To ensure that the tested HA fittings resembled current clinical practice in Denmark, the default procedure implemented in each manufacturer’s fitting software was followed. Thus, the manufacturers’ proprietary fitting rules were used. Noncustom domes were chosen based on individual ear-canal sizes and the recommendations made by the fitting software. Fine-tuning was only carried out if the participants experienced discomfort. In that case, the overall HA gain was adjusted. This was necessary once for HA1, four times for HA2 and five times for HA3. In all cases, the overall gain was turned down by a few decibels.

After each fitting, REM was carried out to document the amplification in the ear canals of the HA users. The REM protocol included real-ear unaided gain, real-ear occluded gain, and real-ear insertion gain (REIG) measurements. As the stimulus, the International Speech Test Signal (Holube et al., 2010) was chosen and presented for 20 s at an overall level of 70 dB SPL. For reference purposes, the gain prescription according to the National Acoustic Laboratories-Non-Linear 2 (NAL-
NL2) fitting rule (Keidser et al., 2011) was also calculated for each participant.

**HINT Task.** For the HINT task, the participants were instructed to repeat the presented sentences as best as they could. An audiologist sitting outside the loudspeaker setup scored their responses. Before the first measurement per noise condition, one training run was carried out to familiarize the participants with the task. Speech-reception thresholds (SRTs) were then measured using the adaptive procedure from the HINT (Nielsen & Dau, 2011). The starting level of the target speech was 72 dB SPL. The level of the noise remained fixed throughout the measurements. For a correct response, the participants were required to repeat the whole sentence correctly. If the response to the first sentence was incorrect, that sentence was repeated with a 4-dB level increase until the response was correct. Afterward, a one-up one-down procedure was used. The step size was 4 dB for the first 4 sentences and 2 dB for the remaining 16 sentences. The SRT was calculated by averaging the SNRs for the 5th to the (hypothetical) 21st sentence.

**JFC Task.** For the JFC task, the participants were asked to listen to the target dialogue presented via the frontal loudspeaker and to adjust its level using buttons presented on the touch screen or tablet. The following instructions, modified from the ones in (Larsby & Arlinger, 1994), were given to the participants in Danish:

> You are asked to adjust the level of the conversation by the two male speakers, so that you can just understand what is being said. If you find it easy to follow the conversation, the level is too high. If you can’t keep up, the level is too low. You need to set the level, so that you can just about comprehend the content of the conversation, even though sometimes you may miss a word or two. Afterwards press “OK.”

To ensure the participants understood and were able to complete the task, a training run was carried out initially. The start SNR was randomized between −4 dB and +6 dB. The step size for the level adjustments was 2 dB. The outcome was the mean of five self-adjusted SNRs per test condition. During the measurements, any self-adjusted SNR that deviated by more than ±2.5 dB from the median was considered an outlier. In such a case, an extra run was performed until there were five reliable self-adjusted SNRs per participant.

**Statistical Analyses**

The statistical analyses were conducted using linear mixed-effects models to assess the effects of auditory profile, noise type, and HA (all fixed effects) on SIN outcome. All analyses were implemented in R using the `lmer()` function from the `lme4` package (Bates et al., 2014). The dependent variable was either the SRT (HINT task) or the self-adjusted speech-to-noise ratio (JFC task). Helmet contrast coding was applied to all three categorical variables. The participants were included as random intercepts. The two created models included the Profile × Noise and Profile × HA interactions. Other interactions were excluded because they were not statistically significant. The analyses were carried out as type-III analyses of variance with Satterthwaite’s method for estimating the number of degrees of freedom. To investigate the origin of any significant main effects and interactions post hoc analyses based on Tukey adjusted comparisons were conducted.

**Results**

**REM Data**

Figure 4 shows mean REIGs for the three tested HAs for profiles A, B, and C together with mean NAL-NL2 gain targets. Compared with the other two HAs, HA2 provided more gain at 500 and especially 1000 Hz. The gains for HA1 and HA3 were very similar for profiles A and B, while for Profile C they differed by about 5 dB at 2000 and 4000 Hz. For Profile C, the REIGs deviated the most, with HA1 (at 2000 and 4000 Hz) and HA2 (at 500 and 1000 Hz) giving more gain than HA3. It is also worth noting that the gains prescribed by the proprietary fitting rationales were mostly higher than those calculated by the NAL-NL2 rule. This is consistent with similar data collected by Sanders et al. (2015) who observed that for a 75-dB SPL input level various proprietary rationales generally prescribed more gain than NAL-NL2 (while for lower input levels, the opposite was generally true).

**Speech Recognition Measurements (HINT Task)**

Figure 5 shows boxplots of the SRTs of the three profiles (averaged across the three HAs) as well as the NH participants for the three noise conditions. As expected, the NH controls performed better than the HA users in all noise conditions (Wilcoxon rank sum tests, all p < .001). Across the three noise conditions, the performance difference between the NH controls and HA users was relatively constant (approximately 3 dB).

Consistent with earlier findings (Wu et al., 2020), the Profile-C HA users had the highest median SRT and the largest variance across individuals. By comparison, the Profile-A HA users had the lowest median SRT as well as the smallest variance, with Profile-B HA users lying in-between. The corresponding mixed-model
analysis (Table 2) showed a main effect of auditory profile, which was due to the difference in mean SRTs between profiles A and C ($\Delta SRT_{A-C} = -2.1$ dB SNR, $t_{28} = -2.8$, $p = .02$). Moreover, there was a main effect of HA, which was due to the difference in mean SRTs between HA1 and HA3 ($\Delta SRT_{HA1-HA3} = -0.4$ dB SNR, $t_{236} = -2.5$, $p = .03$) as well as HA2 and HA3 ($\Delta SRT_{HA2-HA3} = -0.7$ dB SNR, $t_{236} = -4.7$, $p < .001$). In addition, the effect of noise condition was significant, with the mean SRTs for the three noise conditions all differing from each other ($all \ t_{236} < -7.9$, all $p < .001$).

In addition to the three main effects, there was a significant interaction between HA and auditory profile. Post hoc analyses showed that this was due to the results of the Profile-C participants (Figure 6). Specifically, their mean SRT obtained with HA3 was higher (poorer) than their mean SRTs obtained with HA2 ($\Delta SRT_{C-HA3-C-HA2} = 1.3$ dB SNR, $t_{236} = -4.8$, $p < .001$) or HA1 ($\Delta SRT_{C-HA3-C-HA1} = 1.2$ dB SNR, $t_{236} = -4.3$, $p < .001$). Moreover, when tested with...
HA3, the Profile-A participants showed significantly better performance than the Profile-C participants ($\Delta SRT_{A-HA3-C-HA3} = -2.8$ dB SNR, $t_{54} = -3.7$, $p = .02$).

**Table 2. Results From the Linear Mixed-Effects Models for the Effects of Auditory Profile, Noise Condition, HA, and the Interactions Profile $\times$ Noise as Well as Profile $\times$ HA.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>df1, df2</th>
<th>HINT task</th>
<th>JFC task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>df1, df2</td>
<td>2, 28</td>
<td>2, 27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>.03*</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>df1, df2</td>
<td>2, 236</td>
<td>2, 234.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>373.5</td>
<td>517.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>&lt;.001***</td>
<td>&lt;.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>df1, df2</td>
<td>2, 236</td>
<td>2, 234.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>&lt;.001***</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile $\times$ Noise</td>
<td>df1, df2</td>
<td>4, 236</td>
<td>4, 234.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile $\times$ HA</td>
<td>df1, df2</td>
<td>4, 236</td>
<td>4, 234.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>.009**</td>
<td>.04*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The analyses were performed on either the SRT data (HINT task) or the self-adjusted speech-to-noise ratios (JFC task). Significant $p$ values are shown in boldface. HINT = Danish Hearing in Noise Test; HA = hearing aid; JFC = just follow conversation.

*: $p < .05$, **: $p < .01$, ***: $p < .001$.

**Self-Adjusted Speech-to-Noise Ratios (JFC Task)**

Figure 7 shows boxplots of the mean self-adjusted speech-to-noise ratios of the three profiles (averaged across the three HAs) as well as the NH participants for the three noise conditions. In general, the variance in the JFC data was larger than in the HINT data. As was the case for the HINT data, the NH controls had lower SNRs than the HA-user group for all three noise conditions (Wilcoxon rank sum tests, all $p < .001$). In the SSN condition, the difference between the NH controls and HA-user group was approximately 8 dB, while in the other two noise conditions it was approximately 4 dB.

Regarding the HA-user group, profiles A and C showed a larger variance across individuals than Profile B. While there was a tendency for Profile-C HA users to have higher self-adjusted speech-to-noise ratios than Profile-A and Profile-B HA users, no effect of auditory profile was found (Table 2). The same was true for HA. The effect of noise condition, however, was significant, with the mean self-adjusted SNRs for the three noise conditions all differing significantly from each other (all $t_{235} < -10.8$, all $p < .001$). Furthermore, the interaction between HA and auditory profile was significant. Post hoc analyses showed that this was due to the Profile-C participants having a significantly higher mean self-adjusted SNR with HA3 compared with HA2 ($\Delta SNR_{C-HA2-C-HA3} = -1.3$ dB, $t = -3.6$, $p = .01$), as also apparent from Figure 8.

![Figure 6. Mean SRTs of Profiles A, B, and C for Each of the Three Tested HAs. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error of the mean. SRT = speech-reception threshold; SNR = signal-to-noise ratio; HINT = Hearing in Noise Test; HA = hearing aid.](image-url)
Figure 7. Boxplots of Mean Self-Adjusted Speech-to-Noise Ratios for the Three Auditory Profiles and NH Participants in the Three Noise Conditions. For the HA users, the data were averaged across the three HAs. SSN = speech-shaped noise; BBN = speech-shaped babble noise; BBN_{DLGs} = BBN with intelligible dialogues; NH = normal-hearing; JFC = just follow conversation.

Figure 8. Mean Speech-to-Noise Ratios of Profile-A, Profile-B, and Profile-C HA Users for Each of the Tested HAs. Error bars represent ±1 standard error of the mean. HA = hearing aid.

**Correlation Analysis of HINT and JFC Results**

Figure 9 shows a scatter plot of the HINT and JFC data from the HA users and NH participants averaged across the three noise conditions and HAs. According to Pearson’s correlation coefficient, the two SIN outcomes were strongly correlated ($r = .73$, $p < .001$). The participants with the best SIN outcomes (i.e., the NH participants) are gathered in the bottom left-hand corner. The HA users who came closest to the NH participants belong mostly to Profile A, whereas the HA users who are furthest away are mainly from profiles C and B. In
general, the spread in the data increased with increasing distance from the NH participants. This was due to some HA users showing a poor outcome on one but not the other task.

**Discussion**

This study used two SIN tasks (HINT and JFC) and three noise conditions (SSN, BBN, and $BBN_{+DLG_S}$) to assess aided speech perception in 31 experienced HA users belonging to three different auditory profiles and six young NH participants. Each HA user was tested with three state-of-the-art HAs that had been fitted according to the recommended procedure of the respective manufacturer. The results showed an influence of the auditory profiles on the HINT task but not the JFC task. For the HINT task, there was also a main effect of HA, with the HA providing least overall gain resulting in the highest mean SRT. In general, the $BBN_{+DLG_S}$ noise condition resulted in the poorest outcomes, irrespective of speech task and auditory profile. Moreover, for both SIN outcomes, there was a significant interaction between auditory profile and HA, implying that Profile-C HA users were particularly disadvantaged when tested with HA3. In the following sections, these results are discussed.

**Effects of Auditory Profile**

Sanchez-Lopez et al. (2020) developed a method for classifying hearing-impaired listeners into four auditory profiles that can capture individual hearing deficits. In this study, this classification was expected to help explain differences in aided outcome. The Profile-A and Profile-C HA users performed differently on the HINT task. Given that profiles A and C differ substantially in the severity of their hearing deficits (Table 1), this finding was to be expected. As a matter of fact, it is in line with the results of a previous study, where speech recognition was assessed in the presence of cafeteria noise with simulated HA amplification (Wu et al., 2020). However, unlike previously, this study did not find a significant difference between Profile-A and Profile-B participants. A possible reason for this could be the selected noise conditions, which might have been unsuitable for eliciting differences in suprathreshold processing abilities among profiles A and B (see “Effects of Noise Type” section). Another reason could be the relatively small size of the Profile-A group ($N = 9$).

Whereas an effect of the auditory profiles was observed for the HINT task, this was not the case for the JFC task. An explanation for this could be that for some participants the two SIN outcomes were inconsistent. For example, for Profile C the variance was substantially larger in the JFC data than in the HINT data, while for Profile C it was comparable (Figures 5 and 7). In general, different HA outcome measures do not necessarily agree with each other (Larsby & Arlinger, 1994; Olsen et al., 2012; Valente et al., 2018). For instance, perceived HA sound quality or HA preference have been found to disagree with corresponding speech
recognition scores (Brons et al., 2014; Neher, 2014). What is more, subjective assessments of HA-processed sound cannot be predicted from the degree of hearing loss (e.g., Arehart et al., 2015). Our results suggest that mismatches between the JFC and HINT outcomes occur particularly in Profile-A HA users. In our earlier study (Wu et al., 2020), Profile-A participants rated six simulated HA settings lower (worse) in terms of perceived noise annoyance than Profile-C participants, even though in terms of their speech recognition scores the two groups were similar. This discrepancy could indicate that Profile-A HA users are more critical in their assessments of HA-processed sound, possibly because their better suprathreshold hearing abilities allow them to detect finer stimulus differences (e.g., in terms of speech distortion). This could then explain why, in this study, the three profiles had comparable JFC results even though the Profile-A listeners achieved better HINT results compared with the Profile-B and profile-C listeners. Another explanation for the lack of an effect of the auditory profiles in the JFC data could be that the variance in these data was rather large. If more participants were tested, it is possible that differences between the profiles would emerge.

In principle, it is also possible that the profiles of some participants were not valid and that this could have affected the results. As evident from Figures 5 and 7, one Profile-A participant obtained much poorer results (BBN condition in HINT; SSN condition in JFC) than the other Profile-A participants, which could indicate that he was misclassified. However, as the HINT and JFC data of that participant were comparable across the three tested HAs, they were not excluded from the analyses. In any case, no other participant showed similarly divergent results, which suggests that the auditory profiles used in this study were valid.

Effects of Noise Condition

The noise type had a significant effect on both SIN outcomes. That is, the HINT and JFC results became poorer as the noise became more speech-like. The difference in mean scores between the HA users and NH controls was relatively constant for the HINT task but varied across noise conditions for the JFC task. The constant difference between the NH and HA-user groups on the HINT task is in line with the findings of Minnaar et al. (2011), who compared NH participants and HA users on a sentence-recognition task carried out in the presence of babble noise within six different room-acoustic settings. Regarding the JFC task, the group difference was larger in the SSN condition than in the two more speech-like noise conditions. In other words, the largest group difference between the NH listeners and HA users in terms of the JFC results occurred in the noise condition with the lowest (best) mean SRT. Larsby and Arlinger (1994) tested NH and unaided hearing-impaired listeners on a speech-recognition and a JFC task carried out in the presence of stationary noise and a single competing speech signal. They also found the largest group difference in terms of the JFC results for the noise condition with the lowest SRT, but in their case this was the single speech masker. It is currently unclear what the reasons for these findings are. Follow-up research is needed to study the influence of noise type on aided SIN outcome in different groups of listeners in more detail.

Previous research has observed relationships between specific suprathreshold hearing deficits and masking release (see “Introduction” section). For example, binaural and temporal processing deficits can be expected to result in reduced benefit from spatial separation of competing signals as well as fluctuations in noise level (Marrone et al., 2008; Moore, 2021). Given that the auditory profiles reflect the listeners’ suprathreshold hearing abilities (Table 1), they should in principle also be sensitive to different speech outcomes in the tested noise scenarios. The SSN and BBN signals used in this study differed in terms of their amplitude modulation characteristics. Despite this, the SRTs of the NH participants did not differ across the SSN and BBN conditions ($p = .97$), while for the HA users, the SRTs were poorer in the BBN condition compared with the SSN condition ($p < .001$). This would seem to suggest that the amplitude modulations in the BBN signal were too small to facilitate temporal masking release for the NH listeners. This could then also explain why no difference between Profile-A and Profile-B listeners (better vs. poorer temporal processing abilities; see Table 1) emerged. Furthermore, the three tested noise conditions did not differ in terms of their spatial properties. As a consequence, and in contrast to other studies that found HA users to vary substantially in their benefit from spatial separation of competing signals (Neher et al., 2009; Nuesse et al., 2018), this study was unable to evoke differences in binaural processing. Finally, in the BBN$_{DLGs}$ condition, which included intelligible speech maskers, HA users with severe suprathreshold hearing deficits (Profile C) were expected to have much poorer outcomes, especially compared with HA users with mild deficits (Profile A). However, the results showed that the difference between the profiles in the BBN$_{DLGs}$ condition did not differ from other noise conditions. This suggests that all HA-user groups encountered similar levels of difficulty when the noise changed from unintelligible to intelligible. In follow-up research, it would be interesting to include noise conditions differing clearly in terms of their spatial and temporal properties to investigate how this affects the auditory profiles.
Effects of HA

There was an effect of HA on HINT outcome, which was independent of auditory profile and noise condition. This was because the HA3 scores were poorer than the HA1 and HA2 scores. An interaction between auditory profile and HA was found for both the HINT and the JFC outcomes (Figures 6 and 8). That is, the Profile-C HA users obtained significantly poorer HINT and JFC results when tested with HA3. It seems likely that this was due to the Profile-C participants having the largest audiometric hearing losses (Figure 1) and HA3 providing least gain overall (Figure 4). Given that HA2 and HA3 provided similar amounts of gain at 2000 Hz and above, the lower gain in the 500- to 1000-Hz range seems to explain the poor outcomes of the Profile-C participants.

It has been suggested that generic gain prescription rules, like NAL-NL2, together with real-ear verification are advantageous compared with the proprietary fitting procedures developed by the HA manufacturers, partly because the former tend to provide higher gains and thus better speech audibility (Abrams et al., 2012; Jindal et al., 2018; Sanders et al., 2015). This study, however, indicates that HA users do not always benefit from more gain as far as SIN outcome is concerned. For example, HA1 for the Profile-B participants provided least gain, but the SIN outcomes with these fittings did not differ from the other two HAs (Figure 4). On the other hand, the SIN results obtained with HA1 and HA2 did not differ from each other, even though HA2 provided more gain at 500 and 1000 Hz than HA1. In general, HA2 provided more gain at these frequencies compared with the other two HAs and the NAL-NL2 targets. Future studies should check whether additional gain in this frequency range is also beneficial for other important HA outcomes (e.g., listening comfort). Furthermore, NAL-NL2 target gains are known to be higher in the high-frequency (>4 kHz) range. In future studies, it would be interesting to investigate the consequences of this in relation to the auditory profiles.

In clinical practice, the choice of HA brand typically does not involve considerations of the patient’s hearing deficits. As the fitting rationales of different manufacturers can prescribe different gains for the same audiogram (Keidser et al., 2003), this may have important consequences for treatment outcome, as suggested by this study. Particularly, Profile-C listeners would seem to be candidates for a more structured fitting strategy. The HAs currently fitted in the clinics are able to provide amplification and thus improve audibility, but they are limited in their ability to compensate for suprathreshold hearing deficits (Lesica, 2018). Although modern HAs come with advanced features such as noise reduction or directional processing, their efficacy with respect to improving SIN outcome is mixed (e.g., Brons et al., 2014; Lunner & Sundewall-Thorén, 2007; Neher, 2014; Neher & Wagener, 2016). Presumably, this is related to the fact that the diversity of individual hearing impairments is neglected in their design. More personalized HA rehabilitation can be expected to benefit from a deeper understanding of the perceptual consequences caused by various types of hearing deficits and the incorporation of this knowledge in the HA processing. In this context, the auditory profiles tested here can potentially serve as a useful basis for more individualized HA treatment (Sanchez-Lopez et al., 2021).

Conclusions

Using the auditory profiles from the BEAR project, it was possible to identify HA candidates with good and poor aided SIN outcomes. HA users with pronounced hearing deficits (in terms of both audiometric hearing loss and suprathreshold hearing deficits) were significantly affected by the choice of HA. These differences appeared to be related to differences in the gain prescribed by the proprietary fitting rationales. More generally speaking, proprietary (audiogram-based) HA fittings produced poorer SIN outcomes for individuals with pronounced hearing deficits compared with individuals with mild deficits. Overall, the auditory profiles can therefore provide a basis for follow-up investigations into the efficacy of new HA treatment methods aiming at more targeted solutions for specific hearing deficits.
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